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This research considers how different features of informal
Network Structureand
networks affect knowledge transfer. As a complement to
Knowledge Transfer:
research that has emphasized the dyadic tie
previous
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of informal networks, we focus on
and Range
how network structure influences the knowledge transfer
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process. We propose that social cohesion around a relationship affects the willingness and motivation of individuals to invest time, energy, and effort in sharing knowledge with others. We further argue that the network
range, ties to different knowledge pools, increases a person's ability to convey complex ideas to heterogeneous
audiences. We also examine explanations for knowledge
transfer based on absorptive capacity, which emphasizes
the role of common knowledge, and relational embeddedness, which stresses the importance of tie strength.
We investigate the network effect on knowledge transfer
using data from a contract R&Dfirm. The results indicate
that both social cohesion and network range ease knowledge transfer, over and above the effect for the strength
of the tie between two people. We discuss the implications of these findings for research on effective knowledge transfer, social capital, and information diffusion.@

The abilityto transferknowledge effectively among individuals is criticalto a host of organizationalprocesses and outcomes, includingthe transferof best practices (Szulanski,
1996), new productdevelopment (Hansen, 1999), learning
rates (Argote,Beckman, and Epple, 1990; Darr,Argote, and
Epple, 1995), and organizationalsurvival(Baumand Ingram,
1998). Accordingto some scholars, the abilityto transfer
knowledge represents a distinctsource of competitive advantage for organizationsover other institutionalarrangements
such as markets (Arrow,1974; Kogutand Zander,1992). In
this knowledge-basedtheory of the firm, organizationsare
viewed as social communities specializingin efficient knowledge creationand transfer (Kogutand Zander,1996). Informal
interpersonalnetworks are thought to play a criticalrole in
the knowledge transferprocess. Ourunderstandingof how
informalnetworks affect knowledge transfer,however,
remains unclearbecause the effect of networks on knowledge transferhas yet to be examined directly.Instead,
researchers have inferredthe association between informal
networks and knowledge transferfrom one of two observed
effects-the association between network structureand
organizationalperformance(e.g., Ingramand Roberts, 2000;
Reagans and Zuckerman,2001; Tsai,2001), whereby knowledge transferis presumed to be the causal mechanism
responsible for this relationship,or between the strength of
ties between people and knowledge transfer,whereby tie
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strength is used as a surrogate for network structure (e.g.,
Uzzi, 1996, 1997, 1999; Hansen, 1999).
Several studies exemplify the approach of inferring knowledge transfer from the association between network structure and organizational performance. Ingram and Roberts
(2000) described how dense friendship networks affected the
performance of Sydney hotels. Hotel managers embedded in
friendship networks (i.e., managers connected to each other
through a dense web of third-partyfriendship ties) shared
customers and best practices, which increased the profitabili240/AdministrativeScience Quarterly,48 (2003): 240-267
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ty of their hotels. One explanationfor the observed effect is
that friendshipnetworks promote knowledge transfer,allowing managers facing similarmarketconditions to learnfrom
each other's experience. Reagans and Zuckerman(2001) also
inferredknowledge transferfrom the association between
network structureand organizationalperformance.In their
analysis of corporateresearch and development teams, Reagans and Zuckermandescribed how interactionsamong scientists with non-overlappingnetworks outside of their team
improvedproductivity.Collaborationamong scientists with
differentexternalcontacts bridgedgaps, or "structural
holes," in the network outside the team. People on opposite
ends of a structuralhole have access to distinctknowledge
and information.Bridgingstructuralholes in the external network enabled the scientists to access and share with each
other diverse knowledge, resultingin greater creativityand
innovation,thereby improvingthe team's overallproductivity.
Tsai (2001) provideda thirdexample of this approach,but
with one variation.Instead of examining how the structureof
social relationsaffected performance,Tsaiconsidered how
the position of business units in the knowledge network
affected performance.Tsaifound that the most innovative
and profitablebusiness units were central. Inall three cases,
knowledge transferwas assumed to be the causal mechanism linkingnetwork structureto performance.In each
instance, however, the path from network structureto knowledge transferwas not examined. The network effect was
inferredfrom the observed association between network
structureand some form of organizationalperformance.For
example, althoughTsaiexamined how the structureof knowledge relationshipsaffected business unit performance,he
did not consider the impact of network structureon the ease
of transferringknowledge.
Other researchers have inferredthe network effect on knowledge transferfrom the association between tie strength and
knowledge transfer(Uzzi,1996, 1997, 1999; Hansen, 1999).
Hansen (1999) argued that strong ties promote the transfer
of complex knowledge, while weak ties promote the transfer
of simple knowledge. Althoughtie strength is centralto this
argument, networkstructureitself is also likelyto affect
knowledge transfer.Specifically,a strong tie could ease the
transferof complex knowledge because it is more likelythan
a weak tie to be embedded in a dense web of third-party
relationships(Granovetter,1973; Hansen, 1999). Because
strong ties and social cohesion tend to co-occur, examining
tie strength by itself creates the potential of observing
effects on knowledge transfer that are actually due to cohe-

sion. Underthese circumstances, it is difficultto determine
whether tie strength or cohesion is the drivingforce. Tie
strength and network structurecan be correlatedbut are conceptuallydistinct. Forexample, a strong tie can occur inside
or outside a cohesive group (Lin,Ensel, and Vaughn,1981;
Burt,1992). Onlyby investigatingtie strength and cohesion
simultaneouslyis it possible to disentangle their effects.
Doing so also permits consideration of whether the effects of
tie strength and cohesion on knowledge transfer are related
to each other. In particular,it remains unclear if cohesion sub241/ASO, June 2003

stitutes for or complements a strong tie in the transferof
complex knowledge.
In additionto the empiricalproblemof disentanglingtie
strength and cohesion, there is also a conceptual problem
related to using tie strength as a surrogatefor network structure. The research strategy has stymied theoreticaldevelopments in the area of networks and knowledge transfer (see
Argote, McEvily,and Reagans, 2003, for a review). Research
adoptingtie strength as an indicatorof network structureprimarilyfocuses on how the social dynamics within two-way
interactions(e.g., reciprocity,commitment) influence knowledge transfer.The social dynamics stemming from dyadic
relationships,however, are not necessarily the same as those
generated by a patternof ties among a largerset of individuals. The problemapplies equallywell to research that indirectly infers network effects on knowledge transfer by examiningthe association between network structureand
organizationalperformance.Since research examiningthe
network effect on organizationalperformancedoes not
explicitlymodel the association between networkvariables
and knowledge transfer,it does not providea theoretical
explanationfor how and why network structuremight affect
knowledge transfer.Consequently,research has yet to clearly
articulatethe causal mechanisms that can account for how
and why differentpatternsof ties surroundinga knowledge
transferdyad might influencethe flow of knowledge within
that dyad. Therefore,a key theoreticalquestion is, What are
the network mechanisms that influence the transferof
knowledge?
To answer this question, we consider how two key properties of networkstructure,social cohesion and network range,
affect the transferprocess. Cohesion arounda relationship
can ease knowledge transferby decreasing the competitive
and motivationalimpediments that arise, specificallythe fact
that knowledge transferis typicallybeneficialfor the recipient
but can be costly for the source. Dense third-partyties
aroundthe relationshipmay serve to overcome those impediments. Networkrange-relationships that span multiple
knowledge pools-can also affect the transferprocess. Networks that span multiplecommunities of practicecan give
people the abilityto convey complex ideas to diverse audiences. Networkcohesion and network range are likelyto
have distinct but complementaryeffects on knowledge transfer. Whereas cohesion stresses the value of overlappingties
among mutual third-parties, range points to the benefits
associated with network connections that span important
organizational boundaries.
EFFECTS OF NETWORK STRUCTURE ON KNOWELDGE
TRANSFER
Knowledge transfer represents a cost to the source of knowledge, in terms of time and effort spent helping others to
understand the source's knowledge. Presumably, the easier
the transfer, the less time (Hansen, 1999) and effort required
and the more likely that a transfer will occur and be successful. We focus on the ease of transfer from a source to a
recipient, emphasizing the source's assessment of the ease
242/ASQ, June 2003
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of transferfor three reasons. First,knowledge transferis a
discretionaryactivity,and knowledge transfer,and therefore
learning,follows the path of least resistance (Levinthaland
March, 1993). Individualsare presented with numerous
opportunitiesto share their knowledge with other members
of the organization,although not all opportunitiesare acted
upon. Understandingwhy individualschoose to transfer
knowledge in some cases but not others is an importantprecursor to explainingsuccessful knowledge transfer.Ease of
transfer is a primaryexplanationfor why individualstransfer
knowledge to some individualsbut not to others.
Second, previous research indicates that the recipientsof
knowledge may not always acknowledge when they have
acquirednew knowledge or accuratelyidentifythe source of
knowledge (Argoteand Ingram,2000). Forinstance, recent
research has shown that individualswho learnthroughobservation can improvetheir performanceon subsequent activities even though they are unable to articulatewhat they have
learned (Nadler,Thompson, and Van Boven, 2003). Similarly,
when knowledge is conveyed in a group setting, the source
can be misattributed.
A thirdreason for focusing on the source's assessment of
the ease of transferis that it permits us to consider a broader
set of knowledge transfer relationshipsthan other conventionallyused measures. Specifically,performance-basedoutcomes that infer knowledge transferdo not capturethose
transfers that did not occur because the source viewed them
to be too onerous or costly. Focusing on ease of transferprovides an opportunityto evaluate the full range of transfer
opportunities,thereby providingan importantcomplement to
performance-basedmeasures.
Knowledge can be transferredfrom the source to the recipient througha varietyof mechanisms, and there are a number
of explanationsfor how that transferoccurs (Argoteet al.,
2000). One class of explanationsis grounded in cognitive and
social psychology.Associative learningand absorptivecapacity are frequentlycited explanationsfor effective knowledge
transfer (Cohenand Levinthal,1990; Simon, 1991). A second
class of explanationsemphasizes the embedded natureof
knowledge transfer,with its primaryfocus on tie strength
(Uzzi, 1997; Hansen, 1999).
Absorptive Capacity and Associative Learning
One of the most important ways that people learn new ideas
is by associating those ideas with what they already know.

As a result, people find it easier to absorb new ideas in areas
in which they have some expertise and find it more difficult
to absorb new ideas outside of their immediate area of

expertise. An implicationis that it is easier for knowledge to
transfer from the source to a recipient when the source and
the recipient have knowledge in common. Consequently,
knowledge is more likely to be transferred between people
with similar training and background characteristics.
The origins of common knowledge and experience can vary.
The knowledge that two individuals have in common could
be a function of formal training inside or outside of an organi243/ASQ, June 2003

zation.Two electricalengineers have a substantialamount of
knowledge in common because mathematics and physics are
partof the engineeringcurriculum,but the source of common knowledge could be more informal.Forexample, two
engineers who enter an organizationin the same cohort
group are more likelyto share similarexperiences, and therefore have more knowledge in common, than individualswho
enter at different points in time. In a more abstract sense,
two individualswho occupy the same position in an informal
communicationnetwork, individualswho are structurally
equivalent,have knowledge in common. The individualsare
similarlypositioned in the flow of knowledge and information
and, due to factors associated with social influence and contagion, they will come to share common knowledge and
information(Burt,1987; Strangand Tuma,1993; Rogers,
1995).
Consistent with arguments based on absorptivecapacityand
associative learning,we expect that common knowledge will
ease the transferof knowledge. Specifically,when a source
and recipientshare common knowledge, transfer is easier:
Hypothesis1 (H1):Commonknowledgewillbe positivelyrelatedto
the ease of knowledgetransfer.
Strong Interpersonal Connections
The strength of an interpersonalconnection can also affect
how easily knowledge is transferred(Szulanski,1996; Uzzi,
1997; Hansen, 1999). Individualswho communicate with
each other frequentlyor who have a strong emotional attachment are more likelyto share knowledge than those who
communicate infrequentlyor who are not emotionally
attached. More frequent communicationcan lead to more
effective communicationthrough,for example, the development of relationship-specificheuristics (Uzzi,1997). The level
of emotional attachment or commitment to the relationshipis
also importantbecause it affects the motivationto provide
assistance or support. Ingeneral, "strongties have greater
motivationto be of assistance and are typicallymore easily
available[thanweak ties]" (Granovetter,1982: 113). The
motivationmay stem from social considerations,such as the
desire to reciprocate(Granovetter,1973), or it may be rooted
in psychologicalconsiderations,such as the desire to maintain balanced relationships(Heider,1958). The more emotionally involvedtwo individualsare with each other, the more
time and effort they are willingto put forth on behalf of each
other, including effort in the form of transferring knowledge.
Strong interpersonal attachments also facilitate the formation
of trust, which may further ease the transfer of knowledge.
Trust gives parties the confidence that the knowledge shared
will not be appropriated or misused (Krackhardt,1990;
McEvily, Perrone, and Zaheer, 2003). Therefore, a strong
interpersonal connection is expected to have a positive effect
on the ease of knowledge transfer. More formally, we
hypothesize:
Hypothesis 2a (H2a):Tie strength will be positivelyassociated with
the ease of knowledge transfer.
244/ASO, June 2003
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The effect of tie strength on knowledge transferis also
believed to varywith the type of knowledge being transferred. One criticaldimension of knowledge that has been
shown to influence the relativeease of transferis its tacitness (von Hippel,1994; Zanderand Kogut,1995; Szulanski,
1996). Tacitness is the degree to which knowledge is difficult
to codify (e.g., in writing)or articulate.Because tacit knowledge is difficultto convey, its transfer requiresgreater effort.
In some cases, tacit knowledge can only be transferred
throughup-close observation,demonstration,or hands-on
experience (Hamel, 1991). The transferof tacit knowledge
should be easier between strong ties because the motivation
to assist a contact is greater than in weak ties. Moreover,the
relationship-specificheuristicsand specialized languagethat
develop between strong ties are conducive to conveying
complex chunks of knowledge (Uzzi, 1999). While previous
work has examined the relationshipbetween tie strength,
tacitness, and performance(Hansen, 1999), the relationships
among tie strength, tacitness, and ease of transferhas yet to
be investigated. Presumably,the ease of transferis a key
mechanism underlyingthe performanceeffect. Knowledge
transfertakes time, and it takes even more time when that
transferis difficult(Hansen, 1999). Consequently,we offer
the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis2b (H2b):Thepositiveassociationbetweentie strength
andknowledgetransferwillincreasewiththe tacitness(decrease
withthe codifiability)
of the knowledgebeingtransferred.
Network Structure
Networkstructurecan affect knowledge transferindependent of the effects of common knowledge and tie strength.
Network-basedmodels of social capitalemphasize the importance of cohesion and range. Cohesion refers to the extent
to which a relationshipis surroundedby strong third-party
connections. Range refers to the extent to which network
connections span institutional,organizational,or social boundaries. Althoughboth network patterns have been linkedto
the flow of information,they are often viewed as being in
opposition.The benefits of cohesion are believed to come at
the expense of the benefits providedby range and vice
versa. Recent work indicatesthat the two networkforms are
not inherentlyat odds, however (Reagans and Zuckerman,
2001; Burt,2002; Garguiloand Rus, 2002), but that an optimal networkcombines elements of cohesion and range. For
example, the most productive teams are internally cohesive
but have external networks full of structural holes (Reagans,
Zuckerman, and McEvily, 2003). We extend this line of
research by focusing on the complementary effects of cohesion and range on knowledge transfer.
Social cohesion. Social cohesion should have a positive
effect on knowledge transfer, primarilythrough influencing
the willingness of individuals to devote time and effort to
assisting others. Like tie strength, cohesion affects the motivation of an individual to transfer knowledge to a coworker or
colleague, although the source of that motivation differs.
Whereas the knowledge sender's relationship with the recipient is the source of motivation with tie strength, strong ties
245/ASQ, June 2003

to mutualthirdpartiesare the source of motivationin a
dense social network. Forboth tie strength and cohesion, the
willingness to assist others is relevantbecause knowledge
transferis typicallybeneficialto the recipient(andthe broader
organization)but can be costly for the source. At a minimum,
the source has to devote time and effort to communicating
what he or she knows. The source's willingness to transfer
knowledge despite these costs represents cooperative
behavior,and cooperationis more likelywhen strong thirdpartyties surrounda relationship(Granovetter,1985; Coleman, 1988). Reputationand cooperative norms are two general explanationsgiven for why strong third-partyconnections
promote cooperation.
Interms of reputation,people are more likelyto cooperate
with a colleague when strong third-partyties surroundtheir
relationshipbecause they know that if they do not cooperate,
news of their uncooperativebehaviorwill spread to other network members quicklyand limittheir abilityto interactwith
them in the future.When thirdparties are connected, it is
easier for them to share informationabout uncooperative
behaviorthan when they are disconnected. In addition,cohesion permits thirdpartiesto coordinatetheir actions in
response to uncooperativebehavior,resultingin more efficient and effective sanctioning (Coleman,1990).
Networks characterizedby strong third-partyties also promote the formationof cooperative norms (Granovetter,
1992). Individualbehavioris guided by norms definingwhat is
considered to be appropriateand inappropriatebehavior
(Portes and Sensenbrenner, 1993). Fromthis perspective,
people cooperate with others because cooperationrepresents a shared value in the network. Cohesion affects the
way that people are socialized into a social circle and the
internalizationof group norms, includingcooperation.Cooperative norms providesenders of knowledge with some assurance that if they share knowledge with somebody today,
someone else will be willingto do the same for them in the
future. Cooperativenorms increase the knowledge senders'
confidence that someone will be willingto assist them when
they find themselves in a similarposition, even if it is not in
their short-terminterests to do so (Uzzi,1997).
Cooperativenorms are importantbecause they limita potential side effect of successful knowledge transfer,namely,
competition. Intense competition between different units
inside an organizationrestricts the transferof knowledge
between them (Messick and Mackie, 1989; Szulanski,1996;
Argote, 1999). Competition can have the same effect on
knowledge transfer between individuals. Successful knowledge transfer can increase the level of competition between
the source and the recipient. When an individual shares what
he or she knows with a colleague, the two individuals
become more redundant inside the organization. The two
individuals now have more knowledge in common and therefore represent substitutable points of exchange in the knowledge network. The potential for increased competition is one
reason why people avoid sharing what they know. The cooperative norms promoted by cohesion, however, can act to
mitigate potential conflict and promote knowledge transfer
246/ASQ, June 2003
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(Ingramand Roberts, 2000). By limitingcompetition,social
cohesion promotes knowledge transfer.
Based on the arguments above, we predictthat social cohesion will have a positive effect on knowledge transfer.Specifically,when a relationshipis surroundedby strong third-party
connections, two individualsare more willingto share knowledge with each other, ultimatelyeasing the transferof knowledge:
Hypothesis3 (H3):Socialcohesionwillbe positivelyassociated
withthe ease of knowledgetransfer.
Network range. Network range is the prevalence of ties that
cross institutional,organizational,or social boundaries(Burt,
1992: 148-149). The transferof knowledge across boundaries, within or outside the organization,has been shown to
improveperformance.Insidethe firm, for example, knowledge transferbetween differentshifts in a manufacturing
facilityhas been shown to drivedown productioncosts
(Epple,Argote, and Davedas, 1991). Transferacross shifts
allows differentworkers to benefit from each other's experience. The boundarycan also be outside the firm, i.e., in the
marketsurroundingthe focal organization.Forexample,
biotechnologyfirms that patent across distincttechnological
niches have more favorablemarketoutcomes (Stuartand
Podolny,1996). It is clear that the transferof knowledge
across a boundary,inside or outside of an organization,can
be beneficialfor the recipient,but such transfers can also be
problematic.To the extent that knowledge is being transferred across organizationalboundariesthat demarcate distinct bodies of knowledge, it is unlikelythat individualson
either side of the boundarywill have much knowledge in
common. Froman absorptivecapacitystandpoint,this lackof
common knowledge is likelyto frustrateattempts to transfer
knowledge across the boundary.Because a strong tie
between the individualscan help facilitatetransfer,individual
effort and motivationare importantfactors, but individualability, in terms of framingand translatingknowledge, also plays
a role.
To transferknowledge successfully across a boundary,the
source has to frame what he or she knows in a languagethat
the recipientcan understand.When the source does not or
cannot frame knowledge in a language that the recipientcan
understand,comprehendingthat knowledge can be difficult
and therefore costly for the recipient (Borgatti and Cross,
2003). Knowledge transfer across organizational boundaries
can be characterized by false starts, different interpretations
of the same idea, and disruptions (Zellmer-Bruhn,2003).

Despite these difficulties,the source is likelyto find it easier
to transfer knowledge if he or she has experience considering multiple perspectives and different ways of framing what
he or she knows.
Some network patterns may prepare an individualfor this
iterative process better than do others. Network range is likely to promote knowledge transfer by affecting people's ability
to convey complex ideas across distinct bodies of knowledge. People connected to multiple bodies of knowledge are
247/ASQ, June 2003

exposed to more worldviews. Consideringan issue from the
perspective of differentcontacts is partof their normalnetwork activity.Moreover,they are more likelyto recognize the
need for discussion. And they are more likelyto frame their
communicationin a language that a contact can understand
(Padgettand Ansell, 1993). An individualwho lives in a
homogenous network is surroundedby contacts that view
issues in similarways. There is no need to consider multiple
perspectives because most network members see the world
in the same way. Framingis of littlevalue because most network members share a common language.These factors
facilitatecommunicationand knowledge transfer inside the
group. At the same time, it is difficultfor these people to
communicate what they know to outsiders (Burt,2002). In
contrast, people with networks characterizedby range should
find it easier to transferknowledge because the behaviors
that ease knowledge transferare partof their everyday network activity.Individualsaccustomed to interactingwith contacts from diverse communities of practiceare presented
with a greater opportunityto learnhow to convey complex
ideas than are individualslimitedto interactionswithina single body of knowledge:
Hypothesis4 (H4):Networkrangewillbe positivelyassociatedwith
the ease of knowledgetransfer.
METHODS
The research setting for this study was a contract R&Dfirm
located in a medium-sizecity in the AmericanMidwest. The
firm provides technical consulting in the area of materialsscience and includes such services as assisting clients with
designing productsand selecting materials,developing and
improvingmanufacturingprocesses, performingscientific
analyses, and assessing productperformanceand quality.
The firm distinguishes itself from other technical consultants
by offering support services for the entire life cycle of customers' productsand by providinginterdisciplinary
scientific
consulting.To deliverintegratedsolutions to its clients, the
firmorganizes temporaryprojectteams composed of members drawn from the relevantareas of expertise (e.g., analytic
services, appliedscience, engineering, materials,etc.). Given
the need to provideintegratedsolutions that draw on expertise from differentareas of expertise, projectsuccess
depends criticallyon individuals'abilityto transfer knowledge
effectively. Consistent with the short-term,integrativenature
of the work, the firm has a very flat organizationalstructure
with no formal hierarchy. The majority of employees are scientists and engineers, holding master's degrees and doctorates. At the time of the study, the firm employed 113 people
and had been operating for 15 years.
To test our predictions, we gathered data from multiple
sources. We collected data on knowledge codifiability, area of
expertise (to measure expertise overlap), tie strength, network structure, and ease of knowledge transfer using a survey instrument that we administered onsite at the firm over
the course of two days. The survey had a very high response
rate of 92 percent (104/113), and 84 percent of the respondents completed the entire survey. Independent of the sur248/ASQ, June 2003
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vey, we gathered data from two additionalsources. We collected data to measure expertise overlapfrom an executive
in charge of knowledge management. We also obtained
demographicdata from the human resources department.
Even though we collected data from multiplesources, there
is the potentialthat some independentvariablesare subject
to single-source bias (Podsakoffand Organ,1986; Aviolo,
Yammarino,and Bass, 1991; Doty and Glick,1998). Singlesource bias occurs when some, or in extreme cases all, of
the observed association between variablesis due to artifactual covariance,such as a social desirabilitybias (Podsakoff
and Organ,1986). The knowledge codifiability,tie strength,
and knowledge transfervariablesare suspect because these
data came from the same survey. The same is not true, however, for the key networkvariablesused to test hypotheses 3
and 4. Ourindicatorsof cohesion and range were constructed from interactiondata providedby multiplerespondents.
Our indicatorof network range also incorporatesdata about a
person's area of expertise, collected from the executive in
charge of knowledge management. The use of multipleindividualresponses and multipledata sources in constructing
the networkvariables means that response bias does not
affect the test of the network hypotheses (i.e., H3 and H4).
To the extent that single-source bias does affect our results,
it should create a more demandingtest of the network
hypotheses by inflatingthe significance of the other independent variables(i.e., knowledge codifiabilityand tie strength,
H1-H2b).
Variables
Ease of knowledge transfer.The dependent variablein this
study is the ease of knowledge transferfrom a source to a
recipient. Because knowledge transfer represents a cost to
the source of knowledge, in terms of time and effort spent
helpingothers to understandthe source's knowledge, the
source of knowledge is typicallyin the best position to evaluate these costs. A priori,recipients have little basis for
assessing the ease of transfersince they do not yet possess
the knowledge in question. Ease of knowledge transferwas
measured with the items listed in table 1. Each item was
measured with a 7-point Likertscale, rangingfrom strongly
disagree to stronglyagree. The items define a single knowledge transfervariable.Cronbach'salphaamong the items is
.87, and the first principlecomponent from a factor analysis
of the items explains 69.9 percent of the variance.Ourindicator of ease of transfer is the mean of the items shown in
table 1.
Knowledge codifiability Codifiability represents "the degree
to which knowledge can be encoded" (Zander and Kogut,
1995: 79). Each respondent was asked to describe the codifiability of knowledge in his or her primary area of expertise.
The variable codifiability was measured with five items adapted from an instrument developed and validated by Zander
and Kogut (1995). Items were measured with a 7-point Likert
scale, ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree. The
items are displayed in table 1 and define a single codifiability
measure. Cronbach's alpha for the five items is .75, and the
249/ASQ, June 2003

Table1
Measures*
Item

Mean

Ease of knowledge transfer
It would be easy for me to explainto this person a key idea, concept, or theory in my area of expertise.
This person's expertise makes it easy for me to explaina key idea,
concept, or theory in my area of expertise.
Anyone in my area of expertise can explaineasily to this person a
key idea, concept, or theory in our area.
I can explaineasily to anyone in this person's area of expertise a
key idea, concept, or theory in my area.
It would be easy for me to explain to this person new developments in my area of expertise.
Knowledgecodifiability
A useful manualor documentdescribingmy areaof expertise could
be easily written.
Extensive documentation describing criticalparts of my area of
expertise exists in our company.
Standardizedprocedures for applying my expertise to address
appliedproblemscould be easily developed.
Extensivedocumentationdescribinghow to applymy expertise to
address appliedproblemsexists in our company.
Extensivedocumentationdescribinghow to applymy expertise to
address appliedproblemsexists in our industry.
Tie strength
How close are you with each person (especiallyclose, close, less
than close, distant)?
On average, how often do you talkto each (anysocial or business
discussion) (daily,weekly, monthly,less often)?

4.1

S.D.
.96

Loading
.79

3.8

1.1

.79

3.7

1.2

.81

3.8

.94

.69

4.0

.98

.87

4.7

1.9

.54

3.0

1.7

.63

4.6

1.6

.64

2.7

1.5

.89

4.0

1.8

.53

2.9

.87

3.0

.97

Tie content
Advice:These are people that you would go to for advice or help if
.71
.45
you had a question or ran into a problemat work. (dummyvariable)
.39
.49
Friendship:These are people with whom you like to spend your
free time-people with whom you get together for informal
social activitiessuch as going out to lunch,dinner,drinks,films,
visitingone another'shomes, and so on. (dummyvariable)
* Unless indicatedotherwise, items were measured with a
7-point Likertscale, rangingfrom strongly disagree to
stronglyagree.

first principlecomponent from a factor analysis of the items
explains 43.4 percent of the variance.Ourindicatorof knowledge codifiabilityis the mean of the five items.
Common knowledge. Common knowledge is expected to
have a positive effect on knowledge transfer,for the same
reasons that it is easier for an individualto accumulate knowledge in areas in which he or she has made priorinvestments. Because the foundationfor common knowledge can
vary,we have multipleindicatorsof how much knowledge
two people have in common. The first indicatoris based on
social similaritywith respect to significantbackgroundcharacteristics (e.g., race, sex, level of education). Individualswho
share importantsocial characteristicsare presumed to have
common experiences, resultingin shared knowledge. Data
from the human resource management departmentallowed
us to measure how similarindividualswere with respect to
race, sex, education level, and tenure in the organization.The
organizationwas relativelyhomogenous with respect to sex
and race. Eighty-fourpercent of the individualswere male,
250/ASQ, June 2003
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and 92 percent were white. Most ties occurredbetween individuals of the same race (86 percent) or the same sex (78
percent). To examine how being of the same race or same
sex affects knowledge transfer,we created two indicator
variables.Same race equals one if the respondent and the
contact share the same racialheritage. Same sex equals one
if the respondent and the contact are the same sex.
The firm is more diverse with respect to organizationaltenure
and level of education.Tenurewas measured as the length
of time (inyears and months) that the firm had employed an
individual.The variabletenure dissimilaritywas measured as
the difference in tenure between a respondent and a contact,
ts.. = Itenure- tenureji.Level of education is an ordinalvariable that takes on one of four values (1 = high school, 2 =
bachelor's,3 = master's, 4 = doctorate).The variableeducation dissimilaritywas measured as the difference in educational level between a respondent and a contact, es,, = leducationi- education.l.Both variablesmeasure the absence of
social similarityand therefore the absence of common knowledge. Each can be expected to have a negative effect on
knowledge transfer.
The degree of common knowledge could also be based on
areas of expertise inside the organization.To collect data on
areas of expertise, we asked each respondent to respond to
the following question: "Imagineintroducingyourself to an
associate at [name of firm].How would you quicklysummarize your areas of expertise? Be complete, but concise. We
want to know the areas of expertise that you would highlight
to give other people a basic understandingof what you do."
Each respondent was asked to indicate his or her primary
and secondary areas of expertise. The executive in charge of
knowledge management reviewed those responses and
used them to define eleven areas of expertise in the firm.
After definingthose areas, the executive then assigned each
person to those areas. Each respondent could be assigned to
multipleareas of expertise. Sixty-one percent of the respondents were assigned to a single area, 29 percent were
assigned to two areas of expertise, and 10 percent were
assigned to three or more areas of expertise. The variable
expertise overlapwas constructed using the expertise data,
with aik equal to one if person i is an expert in area k and ajk
equal to one if person j is an expert in area k. The productof
the two variablesequals one when the two individualsare
experts in the same area. Summing the product across all
areas of expertise and dividing by the number of areas, N,
for the focal individual defines the level of expertise overlap.

eoi =

i
k= aikajkN

Expertiseoverlapranges from 0 to 1, with highervalues indicating more knowledge overlap.
Functional expertise is another form of common knowledge.
Respondents work in different areas inside the firm. The
functional areas are analytical services, applied science, busi251/ASQ, June 2003

ness services, delivery,engineering, materials,and productlife prediction.Individualswho work in the same function can
be expected to share some knowledge. To account for this
effect, we constructed a dummy variable,same functional
area, and set it equal to one if the focal contact worked in the
same functionalarea as the respondent and zero otherwise.
Network Data
We collected network data using a combinationof sociometric and egocentric techniques (Wassermanand Faust, 1994:
45-50). Sociometrictechniques provideeach respondent
with a fixed contact roster and ask him or her to describe his
or her relationshipwith every individualon the roster.A virtue
of the sociometric approachis that it provides informationon
all interactionsinside a network.The technique, however, can
also introduceinaccuraciesinto network data. Definingan
appropriateboundaryaroundthe network,the set of individuals who are interconnected,is critical(Laumann,Marsden,
and Prensky,1983). To the extent that the network boundary
varies from one person to the next, asking each respondent
to reporton connections that lie outside his or her frame of
reference can be problematic.Individualsprovidemore accurate network data on that partof the network with which
they are most familiar(Kumbasar,Romney,and Batchelder,
1994). Theirassessment of network connections involving
and Kilduff,
distant individualsis less accurate (Krackhardt
1999).
An alternativeapproachis to collect network data using egocentric techniques. Each individualresponds to a series of
questions that generate names, resultingin a roster of contacts (Fischer,1982; Burt,2002). Next, the respondent
describes the relationshipwith each cited contact. In some
applicationsof egocentric techniques, respondents are asked
to describe the relationshipsamong their contacts. Inthis
study, however, since we surveyed contacts as well, we constructed informationabout ties among a respondent's contacts using the responses from contacts themselves. A virtue
of the egocentric technique is that it asks an individualto
reporton that partof the networkwith which he or she is
most familiar.Individualresponses can be aggregated to
describe the total network. A network can be constructed
between differentmembers of the firm based on their reported relationshipswith each other.A potentialdrawbackof the
technique is that it can miss importantinteractionsthat lie
outside a respondent's frame of reference.
In the current study population, we used both techniques to
gather network data. We implemented the sociometric technique as follows. First, we constructed a roster of potential
knowledge-sharing contacts for each respondent. The firm
provided a list of projects completed during the previous year
and the number of hours that each individual worked on a
project. We assumed that individuals who dedicated a large
number of hours to the same projects in the previous year
had more opportunities to share knowledge with each other.
By focusing on contacts with whom individuals had more
opportunities to interact, we were asking them to report on
that part of the network with which they would be most
252/ASQ, June 2003
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familiar.Based on the project data, we constructed a roster
of contacts for each respondent and drew a randomsample
of fifteen contacts from that roster. Duringthe survey, each
respondent was presented with his or her fixed roster and
was asked to eliminatethe names of individualswith whom
he or she had not shared knowledge duringthe previous
year. For instance, two individualswho worked on the same
projectat differentpoints in time would not have the opportunityto share knowledge. The respondent was then asked
to copy the remainingnames to his or her contact list. Each
respondent could copy up to ten names. On average, respondents eliminatedsix of the fifteen names on their roster.
Drawinga randomsample of contacts from the fixed roster
and limitingpotentialcontacts to that roster can be problematic. The technique could result in importantcontacts being
excluded from a respondent's network.To collect the names
of importantcontacts missed by the sociometric technique,
we also solicited egocentric data. Each respondent was
asked to respond to the following name-generatorquestions:
(1) "Thinkof the people who acted as a criticalsource of
knowledge for your projects duringthe past year.These are
people you contacted when you needed assistance with one
of your projects."and (2) "Now thinkof the people for whom
you have been a criticalsource of knowledge for their projects duringthe past year. These are the people who contacted you when they needed assistance with one of their projects." Foreach name generator,a respondent could
nominate up to five contacts. In response to the two namegenerator questions, respondents providedsix new names,
on average. In general, those contacts were evenly distributed across the two questions. Three sent knowledge to the
respondent and three received knowledge from the respondent.
Combined,the sociometric and egocentric techniques yielded an average of sixteen contacts in a respondent's network.
Nine names came from the sociometric technique using a
fixed roster,and six were generated by the egocentric technique using free recall.An additionalcontact was generated
by both techniques (i.e., the name appeared on the original
fixed roster and was also listed in response to egocentric
name-generatorquestions). Sixteen is close to the maximum
numberof twenty contacts allowed duringthe survey, which
might indicatethat respondents have more contacts than we
collected. If this were the case, however, we would have
expected the egocentric name-generator questions to produce more unique names than they did. On average, respondents generated only six of a possible ten names from the
egocentric free recall questions, suggesting that critical contacts were not omitted. Our sampling strategy provided the
additional advantage of increasing the likelihood that the relationships surrounding each respondent would vary from
strong to weak, an important consideration, since previous
research suggests that the ease of knowledge transfer varies
with tie strength. By using egocentric and sociometric data
collection techniques, the network will contain a wider circle
of colleagues around each respondent than a network based
on either technique alone. While the egocentric technique is
253/ASQ, June 2003

more likelyto elicit the names of strong contacts, the sociometric technique is more likelyto includeweak ties. We used
the network data to construct the tie strength and network
structurevariables.
Tiestrength. Aftercompilinga list of contacts, respondents
were asked to describe their relationshipwith each contact.
Respondents were asked to indicatethe intensityof their
connection in terms of emotional closeness and communication frequency (Granovetter,1973; Fischer, 1982; Burt,1984;
Hansen, 1999). A tie exists from the respondent to the contact if the respondent reports a relationship.We did not
requirethat the contact corroboratethe tie. Results reported
below are the same if we did, except that the network contains fewer weak ties, which, as noted above, are important
for testing the conceptual framework.In additionto the
strength of ties, respondents were asked to describe the
content of theirties in terms of whether the cited contact
was a source of advice and/orfriendship.The items used to
solicit this informationabout tie strength and content, along
with their descriptivestatistics, are providedin table 1 above.
We used the advice and friendshipvariablesas controls. If
the contact was cited as a source of advice, the advice
dummy was set equal to one. If the contact was cited as a
friend,the friendshipdummy was set equal to one. We used
the emotional closeness and communicationfrequency variables to compute tie strength. The two variablesrepresent
different dimensions of interactionintensity (Marsdenand
Campbell,1984). Table2 contains the joint distributionof
emotional closeness and communicationfrequency.There
was a single dimension of interactionintensity in the organizationwe studied. Individualswere emotionallyclose to contacts with whom they communicated more frequently.The
intensity of a network connection, zq,was measured as the
productof emotional closeness and communicationfrequency (Goodman,1984; Burt, 1992). In additionto computingtie
intensity as the productof emotional closeness and communicationfrequency,we also measured tie intensityas the
average of these two variables.Results were substantively
the same.
Consistent with priorresearch, tie intensitywas transformed
into tie strength using network proportions(Burt,1992, 2002;
Uzzi, 1996, 1999). The tie strength from respondent i to contact j is pij,
Table2
Joint Distribution of Tie-strength Variables
Communication Frequency
Emotional closeness
Distant
Less than close
Close
Especiallyclose

Less often

Monthly

Weekly

Daily

57
56
40
4

36
117
92
12

17
139
304
91

8
51
265
307
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Pij = Zij

q

=

liq,

q=j

where z.. is the intensityof the relationshipfrom respondent i
to contact j. Network proportionsdefine the strength of a tie
withinthe context of the aggregate level of affect across a
person's network.
Social cohesion. FollowingBurt(1992: 54-56), our indicator
of social cohesion is indirectstructuralconstraintcij,
= 1 PiqPqj,q

Cij

=lj

where piqis the strength of the network connection from person i to person q, and pqjis the strength of the networkconnection from person q to person j. The variableis a triadic
density measure. Network density indicatesthe presence of
strong third-partyconnections arounda relationship.Strong
third-partyties connect person i to person j indirectlyto the
extent that person i has a strong network connection with
contact q and contact q has a strong network connection
with person j. To measure the overallstrength of the thirdpartyconnections aroundthe focal relationship,PiqPqjwas
summed across all contacts q.
Network range. We considered the importanceof network
range at the level of expertise areas. Each expertise area is a
distinct pool of knowledge. An individualwho spreads his or
her networkconnections across multiplepools bridges holes
between people in the broadercommunityof knowledge
and, as a result, is exposed to more diverse knowledge. Network diversityis therefore high. Ourindicatorof network
range is network diversity.The indicatorhas two distinct
components. The first is a function of how an individualallocates his or her networkconnections across expertise areas.
The second is a functionof the strength of the connections
within those areas. To calculate networkdiversity,each contact was assigned to one of six primaryareas of expertise, as
designated by the executive in charge of knowledge management. Networkdiversity(Burt,1983) is defined as nd,,
ndi = 1 -

where

pik

PkPik2

is the strength of the network connection from per-

son i to area k, and Pk describes the strength of the connections between individuals in area k; pik is defined as

Pik

j= 1 Zij

q = 1 Ziq' q = j

where Nk is the numberof contacts that respondent i cited

from area k, N is the number of contacts cited by respondent
i, and zs is the intensityof the relationshipthat person i had
with contact q. Tie strength within area k was measured as
Pk'
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Mk

Pk

/=

j=

Sk
z

ij

q= 1

iq' q=j

where Sk is the number of contacts cited by respondents in
area k, Mk is the number of respondents in area k, ziq is the
intensity of the relationshipfrom an individualin area k to any
contact, and z,, is the intensityof the relationshipfrom an
individualin area k to a colleague in the same area. An individualis surroundedby a diverse network to the extent he or
she spreads his or her network connections across multiple
areas and the connections within contacted areas are weak.
Figure1 helps illustratehow network diversityvaries as a
function of the two components described above. The two
clusters in the figure are knowledge pools. Forthe purpose
of illustration,the top cluster is chemistry and the bottom
cluster is mechanicalengineering. Solid lines indicatestrong
ties, and dashed lines represent weak ties. Connections are
stronger among the chemists than among mechanicalengineers. Chemistryand mechanicalengineering represent two
distinct areas of expertise, so there is a primaryhole
between them. Disconnects inside an area, secondary holes,
indicate internalheterogeneity.The stronger ties among
chemists indicateless internalheterogeneity than in mechanical engineering. Strong networkconnections, or the absence
of secondary holes, inside an area indicatethe absence of
diverse knowledge (e.g., chemists have less diverse knowledge than engineers). Therefore,increasingPk indicates the
absence of diverse knowledge inside a knowledge pool.
Figure 1. Network range.
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The second element of network diversityis how an individual's networkconnections are spread across areas. The two
individualsin figure 1 are exposed to the same contacts, but
Person 2 has the more diverse network. Person 1 has a
stronger connection with chemistry than mechanicalengineering. Person 2's network connections extend equally
across both areas. Networkdiversityincreases as an individual's networkconnections are distributedmore evenly across
multipleareas of expertise and ties among people in the
same area of expertise are weak.
Althoughnetwork diversityand network density are distinct,
they are not mutuallyexclusive. Density arounda relationship
exists when two people are stronglyconnected by mutual
third parties. But the networkcan still be diverse if it includes
people from differentareas of expertise (e.g., engineering,
biology,mathematics, etc.). Accordingly,network density
does not come at the expense of network diversity.Inthe
currentanalysis, network density measures the presence of
strong third-partyties arounda connection, and range measures the distributionof connections across differentareas of
expertise.
Structuralequivalence. Finally,as another indicatorof common knowledge, we used the network data to define the
extent to which two individualsoccupy the same network
position. Individualswho are involvedin the same patternof
connections are equivalentand can be expected to have similar knowledge and information.We measured the degree of
nonequivalencebetween the network patternsurrounding
the respondent and the patternsurroundingthe focal contact
as
104

di, dij=

+
1(Ziq- Zjq)2 (Zqi- Zqj)2

The measure is the Euclideandistance between two network
patterns. The distance is high when two individualsinteract
with differentcolleagues in the organization.
Analysis
The dependent variableis the ease of transfer.A total of 104
individualsresponded to our survey, but two did not complete the networksurvey. The remaining102 individualswere
involvedin 1,626 relationshipsor an average of 15.94 contacts for each respondent. The 1,626 dyads are the observations. We excluded 296 observations because of missing
data. The remaining 1,330 observations are not independent.
There can be multiple observations for each respondent and
multiple observations for each contact. This violates a key
assumption in ordinary least squares regression. Errorterms
in the regression will be correlated across observations from
the same source or object of a relationship, which is known
as network autocorrelation. Without accounting for this nonindependence, the standard errors of the estimates are
reduced artificially.There are several solutions to the problem
(Simpson, 2001). One solution is to introduce a fixed effect
for each source or recipient of a relationship (Mizruchi and
257/ASQ, June 2003

Koenig, 1988; Mizruchi,1989). Followingthis technique, we
created a dummy variablefor each person who received or
sent a tie. Withina particulardyad, the dummy variablesfor
the focal respondent and the focal contact were set equal to
one, and all other dummy variableswere set equal to zero.
The fixed effects estimation also serves as a controlfor any
unobserved heterogeneity among respondents (e.g., age,
tenure, hierarchicalposition, etc.), includingany tendency for
respondents who rated themselves high on knowledge transfer abilityto inflatetheir popularity(in the form of strong ties
with contacts). Finally,the fixed effects also controlfor unobserved differences among contacts, includingtheir abilityto
absorb knowledge and information.
We also controlledfor other network and individual-level
factors that were possible confounds. Since not all respondents
reportedthe same numberof contacts, we included network
size as a control.We also controlledfor individualdifferences
in knowledge, using the variableknowledge breadth,which
reflects a respondent's numberof expertise areas.
RESULTS
Descriptivestatistics are in table 3, and the results are displayed in table 4. Effects are introducedacross columns. Estimates for controlvariablesare included in model 1. The estimates for common knowledge, defined by background
characteristics,expertise overlap,and nonequivalenceare
introducedin model 2. Race, sex, education, tenure, expertise overlap,and function-basedsimilarityhave no effect on
Table3
Descriptive Statistics and Correlations*
Variable
1. Ease of transfer
2. Networksizet
3. Knowledgebreadtht
4. Knowledgecodifiability
5. Same race
6. Same sex
7. Educationdissimilarity
8. Tenuredissimilarity
9. Expertiseoverlapt
10. Nonequivalencet
11. Same function
12. Source of advice
13. Friendship
14. Tie strength
15. Networkdensity
16. Networkdiversity
Variable

Mean

S.D.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

3.9
2.8
.90
3.9
.88
.79
.84
2.1
.24
1.6
.40
.74
.40
.06
.02
.87

.82
.22
.27
1.2
.32
.41
.82
1.24
.29
.17
.49
.44
.49
.05
.02
.10

-.09
.02
.10
-.02
.06
-.03
-.01
.13
-.10
.11
.31
.22
.34
.21
-.02

.16
-.02
.09
.05
.05
-.03
-.07
.24
-.14
-.07
-.06
-.34
-.15
.27

-.06
-.12
.08
-.03
-.006
-.10
.06
-.12
-.11
.005
-.05
-.09
.21

-.09
.02
-.15
-.10
.04
.05
.01
.005
.05
.01
.02
.03

.02
-.07
.11
-.07
.06
-.06
.02
.03
-.01
.01
.17

-.17
.05
.08
.02
.03
-.04
.06
-.01
.05
-.01

.02
-.08
.12
-.10
.09
-.14
-.10
-.09
-.07

8

9

9. Expertiseoverlapt
.04
10. Nonequivalencet
-.12
.09
11. Same function
.04
.20
12. Source of advice
.02
-.03
13. Friendship
-.13
.10
14. Tie strength
-.05
.15
15. Networkdensity
.06
.15
16. Networkdiversity
.003
-.29
* Correlations>=1.061are significantat p < .05.
t Logged variable.

10

11

12

-.24
.06
-.17
-.31
-.15
.12

-.01
.12
.33
.43
-.10

.05
.20
.09
-.12
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13

.42
.19
.003

14

15

.38
-.07

-.11

Network Structure
Table4
Effects of Network Structure on Ease of Knowledge Transfer*
Model
Variable

Intercept
Networksizet
Knowledgebreadtht
Knowledgecodifiability
Same race
Same sex
Educationdissimilarity
Tenuredissimilarity
Expertiseoverlapt
Nonequivalencet
Same functionalarea

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

3.1"
(.54)
-.11
(.13)
.18*
(.11)
.100"
(.02)
-.10
(.12)
.05
(.07)
-.003
(.03)
-.002
(.02)
.13'
(.08)
-.15
(.23)
.06
(.05)

2.9*"
(.55)
-.12
(.13)
.18*
(.11)
.14"
(.03)
-.11
(.12)
.05
(.07)
-.009
(.03)
-.002
(.02)
.14*
(.08)
-.12
(.24)
.05
(.05)

2.2"
(.57)
-.02
(.13)
.22"
(.11)
.12*
(.03)
-.13
(.12)
.05
(.07)
-.01
(.03)
-.008
(.02)
.14'
(.08)
.27
(.25)
.01
(.05)

1.8"
(.60)
-.10
(.14)
.18*

.90
(1.1)
-.07
(.14)
.191

.12*"
(.03)
-.14
(.12)
.05
(.07)
-.009
(.03)
-.01
(.02)
.14'
(.08)
.29
(.25)
.02
(.05)

.33
(.21)
-.13
(.12)
.05
(.07)
-.01
(.03)
-.01
(.02)
.14*
(.08)
.26
(.25)
.01
(.05)

1.7*"
(.63)
-.09
(.14)
.17
(.11)
.09"
(.02)
-.14
(.12)
.05
(.07)
-.005
(.03)
-.01
(.02)
.130
(.07)
.31
(.25)
.02
(.05)

.62"'

.550"

.55"?

.54"?

.540"

.540"

.54"

(.05)

(.05)

.31"

.200"

.200"

.200"

.21"

4.5"
6.4"?
(.53)
(.52)
-.55m" -.56"
-.36"
(.14)
(.14)
(.13)
.08
.10
.200
(.12)
(.12)(.11) (.11)
.10"
.11"•o .100"
(.03)
(.03)
(.03)
.02
-.09
(.13)
(.13)
.02
.02
(.07)
(.07)
-.01
-.005
(.03)
(.03)
-.03
-.007
(.02)
(.02)
.13
.16"
(.09)
(.08)
-1.40
-.70"
(.23)
(.23)
.06
.11"
(.06)
(.05)
4.5"
(.43)

Source of advice

(.05)

Friendship

(.05)
Tie strength

(.05)
(.05)
3.6"

(.51)

Tie strength x
Knowledgecodifiability
Networkdensity

(.05)
(.05)

5.70"

(1.3)
-.54*
(.31)

(.05)

(.05)
5.3•"

(1.3)
-.50
(.31)
6.3"
(1.5)

Network density x
Knowledge codifiability

Model improvement F-test

(1.3)
-.45
(.31)
6.5"
(1.5)
-

-

Networkdiversity

Networkdiversityx
Knowledgecodifiability
Modelfit
Numberof observations
R-squared
Adj.R-squared

(.05)
5.00"

.74"
(.37)

1,330
.208
.144
10.27"

"
Sp <.10; p <.05; " p <.01.
* Standarderrorsare in
parentheses.
t Logged variable.

1,330
.251
.186

1,330
.355
.298

10.01"m 98.48"

1,330
.380
.324
48.48m

1,330
.381
.325
2.99"

1,330
.390
.335
18.8"

1,330
.392
.337
3.89"

.210

(.05)
5.1"

(1.5)
-.48
(.35)
7.00
(4.2)
-. 16
(1.0)

(.05)
.200"

(.05)
3.8"o

(.57)
-

6.80"
(1.5)
-

-

1.8*
(1.1)
-.25
(.25)

1.4"
(.66)

1,330
.393
.336

1,330
.393
.338

-

1.05

ease of transfer.In model 3, in which friendshipand advice
are introduced,nonequivalenceand expertise overlaphave an
effect. Nonequivalenceand expertise overlapare indicators
of common knowledge, one in the informalnetworkand the
other in terms of formaltraining.Both variablesaffect the
ease of transfer.The results providesupportfor hypothesis
1. Thatevidence, however, weakens once a controlfor tie
strength is introducedin model 4. The effect for tie strength
is positive and significant.Tie strength does ease knowledge
transfer,providingsupport for hypothesis 2a. The effect for
tie strength is above and beyond the effect for the content of
the tie. Forexample, the model includes a controlfor friend259/ASQ, June 2003

ship. There is a tendency in the social sciences to associate
friendshipwith a strong network connection. This is not
always the case. Some respondents reserve the word friend
for especially close contacts or contacts that they communicate with frequently.Forothers, a friend need not be an
especially close contact or even someone they meet with
daily (Laumann,1966; Burt,1990). While conceptuallydistinct, tie strength and friendshipare correlatedin most situations. Inthe currentorganization,the correlationbetween the
two is .42. The positive effect for tie strength, however, does
not depend on havingfriendshipin the model. When we
remove friendshipfrom the equation in model 4, the estimate for tie strength is largerand more significant.This indicates why friendshipis an importantcontrolvariable.Not all
strong ties reach friends. To use friendshipas the indicatorof
a strong tie would have underestimatedthe impact that tie
strength had on knowledge transfer.
Hypothesis 2b is tested in model 5, which contains an interaction between tie strength and knowledge codifiability,to
estimate contingent tie strength. The estimate indicatesthat
the effect of tie strength on knowledge transferis even
stronger when the knowledge being transferredis tacit, or,
as shown in table 4, the effect is less positive when the
knowledge is codified. The estimate provides supportfor
hypothesis 2b, but the effect is weak.
Networkdensity and networkdiversityare introducedin
models 6 and 7. The estimates indicatethat both social cohesion (as indicatedby networkdensity) and range (as indicated
by network diversity)ease knowledge transfer.The positive
effects for network density and diversityare above and
beyond the positive effect for a strong interpersonalconnection. The estimates in models 6 and 7 providesupport for
hypotheses 3 and 4. Informalnetwork patterns influencethe
knowledge transfer process. Both network density and range
improve knowledge transferfrom a source to a recipient.
Moreover,when networkdensity is introducedinto the equation, the contingent effect of tie strength on ease of transfer
weakens further.This is due in partto the fact that tie
strength and network density are correlated(r = .38), suggesting that strong ties are frequentlysurroundedby strong
third-partyconnections (Granovetter,1973).
We were also interested in whether the effects for network
density and network diversityvariedwith knowledge codifiability.The theoreticalarguments for the contingent network
effects parallelthose for the contingent effects of strong ties.
Specifically, given the added difficulty of transferring tacit
knowledge, the motivation stemming from network density
and the ability derived from network diversity could take on
even greater importance. Two interactions for the contingent
effects of network structure are added in model 8. Those
coefficients are not significant. The positive effects for network density and network diversity do not vary with the kind
of knowledge being transferred. Finally,the estimates in
model 9 are based on the logs of the tie strength and network variables. The estimates indicate the nonlinear association between these variables and ease of transfer. The
effects indicate that the positive effect for each network fea260/ASO, June 2003
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ture increases the ease of knowledge transfer,but the positive effect increases at a decreasing rate. The positive effect
providedby a strong connection, for example, increases up
to a point, but after that point, the positive effect flattens out.
The estimates indicatethat a person would not need to have
maximumtie strength, network density, or networkdiversity
to gain from the benefits these differentnetworkfeatures
provide.
DISCUSSION
At the beginningof this paper,we raised a question about
the contributionof network structureto the knowledge transfer process. Previousresearch had suggested that network
structurewas an integralpartof the transfer process, but the
"networkeffect," while widely recognized, had not been
examined directly.We focused on two distinctfeatures of
network structure,cohesion and range. The evidence indicated that both networkfeatures facilitatedknowledge transfer.
The findingsare importantbecause they clarifyand extend
past research.
The findings clarifyand extend the role of strong ties in the
transferprocess. Strong connections have occupied a privileged position in the knowledge transfer process, in part
because such connections are assumed to occur within a
dense web of affiliations.We found that strong ties and
social cohesion were correlatedbut that it was a mistake to
equate their effects. Eachfeature made a distinctcontribution to the knowledge transferprocess. The benefits provided by a strong tie did not requiresocial cohesion. The evidence also providedan importantboundaryconditionfor
strong connections. Previous research had assumed that
strong ties were even more valuablefor the transferof
knowledge that was tacit or difficultto codify. Hansen (1999),
in his analysis of team performance,found that team performance increased as a function of the strength of connections
from the team to the broaderorganizationand also as a function of the kindof knowledge being transferredby the team.
And team performancewas even higherwhen strong ties
were used to transfertacit knowledge. Based on these findings, Hansen concluded that a strong tie facilitatedthe transfer of tacit knowledge more than it facilitatedthe transferof
codified knowledge. He concluded that strong ties should be
used for the transferof tacit knowledge and weak ties for the
transferof codified knowledge (Hansen, 2002). We tested
this idea in our analysis. We found some support for the initial conclusion, that strong ties facilitated the transfer of tacit
knowledge more than they facilitated the transfer of codified
knowledge. But the evidence was weak. Moreover, the
effect disappeared altogether once controls for cohesion and
range were introduced into the model. The contingent effect
of tie strength was actually tapping into the effect for network structure, providing further support for the need to distinguish tie strength from network structure in empirical
analysis.
Although we did not find a contingent effect of tie strength
on knowledge transfer, it does not mean that Hansen was

incorrectwhen he asserted that it is best to match the type
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of tie to the type of knowledge being transferred.Ourresults
showed that it is easier to transferall kindsof knowledge in a
strong tie and more difficultto transferall kinds of knowledge in a weak tie. Our results also showed that tacit knowledge was more difficultto transferthan codified knowledge.
Combined,the two results indicatethat it is more efficient to
use strong ties to transfertacit knowledge and weak ties to
transfercodified knowledge. Giventhat strong ties requirea
greater investment of time, it is inefficientto use strong ties
to transfercodified knowledge. Time spent using a strong tie
to transfercodified knowledge could be spent transferring
tacit knowledge. The greater efficiency here is based on
matchingtype of tie to type of knowledge. That matching
does not requirean interactionbetween tie strength and type
of knowledge. A significantinteractionbetween tie strength
and type of knowledge would have impliedthat individuals
exerted significantlymore effort duringthe transferof tacit
knowledge than they exerted duringthe transferof codified
knowledge.
The estimates of the nonlineareffects in model 9 provided
furthersupportfor the matchinghypothesis. Those estimates
were based on the logs of tie strength, network density, and
network diversity.The model providedthe best fit to the
data. Giventhe nonlineareffect that tie strength had on
knowledge transfer,it makes sense for an individualto allocate just enough networktime and effort to facilitatetransfer
and then to allocate the rest of his or her time and effort to
other knowledge transferrelationships.Aftersome point,the
marginalreturnsto additionaltime and effort begin to
decline. The individualwould be better off allocatingthe additionaltime and effort to a different knowledge transferrelationship,where the time and effort would have more of an
impact.
At the same time, to say that it is more efficient to use weak
ties to transfercodified knowledge, as in the matching
hypothesis, is not to say that network range plays a limited
role duringknowledge transfer,as Hansen concluded. The
estimates in table 4 indicatedthat range eased transfer.
Therefore,by equating weak ties with network range (or
boundaryspanningties), previous research has neglected the
importantrole that range plays in the transferprocess. Our
findings,therefore, clarifyexisting research by identifying
how strong ties contributeto knowledge transferbut also
when they do not. We extend previous work by identifying
the importantrole that network range plays duringthe transfer process as well, an effect that has been ignored in past
work.
Our work also has important implications for the study of network structure in general. Previous research has focused on
the benefits of knowledge transfer across a structural hole
(e.g., Stuart and Podolny, 1996) but has not addressed the
problematic nature of such transfers. Presumably, people at
opposite ends of a structural hole do not have much knowledge in common, which can impede knowledge transfer. The
baseline effects in table 4 illustrated this point. A structural
hole existed between two individuals when those individuals
were not connected through strong third-partyties (the
262/ASQ, June 2003
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strength of third-partyties is zero) and nonequivalencewas at
its maximumvalue. The estimates indicatedthat it was difficult to transfer knowledge underthis condition.A strong tie
across a structuralhole eased transfer.An individualsurroundedby a diverse network could transfer knowledge
across a structuralhole, even when the connection was
weak. This suggests that the behaviorsrequiredto maintaina
diverse network assist an individualduringthe transferof
knowledge. Transferringknowledge and maintaininga diverse
network are relatedactivities. Experienceat one task helps in
performinga relatedactivity.
In additionto advancingour understandingof how knowledge is transferredacross a structuralhole, this research
advances our understandingof how range and cohesion influence importantorganizationaloutcomes. The positive effect
that cohesion and range had on knowledge transferdemonstrated the compatibilityof network-basedmodels of social
capitaltypicallyviewed in opposition, namely,the cohesion
hypothesis proposed by Coleman (1988) and the structural
holes argument presented by Burt(1992). The benefits of
networkcohesion need not come at the expense of network
range. On the contrary,the results reportedhere are consistent with an emerging line of work emphasizingthat the optimal network structurecombines elements of cohesion and
range (Burt,2000; Reagans and Zuckerman,2001; Reagans,
Zuckerman,and McEvily,2003).
Moreover,the results advance our understandingof information diffusionin general. Inthe diffusionliterature,knowledge
is typicallyundifferentiated.Our results demonstrate that it is
importantto distinguishbetween the types of knowledge
being diffused. In particular,we found that it was more difficult to transfertacit knowledge than codified knowledge,
suggesting that tacit knowledge requiresmore motivation,
effort, and abilityto transferthan codified knowledge. Tothe
extent that informalnetworks affect individualmotivation,
effort, and ability,our findings suggest that an individualis
more likelyto exert greater effort to transferknowledge to a
close personal contact, and an individualwho is surrounded
by a diverse network is better able to transfer knowledge.
Strong interpersonalconnections withina dense network
cluster ensure that knowledge will diffuse quicklywithinthat
cluster.A bridgingtie between clusters enables diffusion
across clusters. When knowledge is simple, the presence of
a bridgeis both a necessary and sufficient conditionfor
knowledge to diffuse across it. Transferringsimple knowledge does not require much effort, so a large number of individuals are willing to do it. Transferringsimple knowledge
also does not require much ability, so a large number of individuals are able to complete the transfer.
In contrast, tacit knowledge is more difficult to transfer. Tacit
knowledge transfers across organizational boundaries more
slowly than codified knowledge (Zander and Kogut, 1995).
Gaps in social structure, therefore, represent critical bottlenecks to the knowledge transfer process. Limits on the number of strong-tie bridges and network range mean that tacit
knowledge is more likely to remain embedded in local communities of practice. Unlike codified knowledge, tacit knowl263/ASQ, June 2003

edge does not diffuse across a network.The process is more
active. Tacitknowledge is more likelyto transferacross a
structuralhole when the individualwho bridges the structural
hole either has a strong tie across the hole or has a diverse
network. The knowledge diffuses across the structuralhole
either because the individualexerts more effort or because
the amount of diversityin his or her network makes the
transfereasier to complete.
Knowledge codifiabilityhighlightsan importantdifference
between network-basedmodels of diffusionand active
knowledge transfer.Transferringtacit knowledge is more
sensitive to havingthe rightperson with the rightconnection
at the rightplace, ultimatelylimitingthe numberof people
who can contributeto the process. When knowledge is difficult to codify, not many are willingand even fewer are able
to transfer it. By consideringthe tacitness of knowledge, we
can gain importantinsights into the diffusionprocesses.
Understandinghow other propertiesof knowledge affect network-based models of diffusionis an importantarea for
future research. For instance, recent research indicates that
knowledge can be characterizedaccordingto whether it is
publicversus privateand that the learningand transfer
processes associated with each type of knowledge differs
(Uzziand Lancaster,2003).
While this research advanced our understandingof networks
and knowledge transfer,it was not without its limitations.
Althoughwe provideda more direct assessment of network
structurethan previous work, we did not providethe same
precisionwith regardto individualbehaviors. Forexample,
we observed an association between network diversityand
ease of transferand attributedthat effect to takingmultiple
perspectives and more effective framingduringknowledge
transfer.Alternatively,it is possible that individualswho
bridgedholes and who found it easier to transferknowledge
simply had greater absorptivecapacity.Individualswith more
absorptivecapacitycould have maintainedmore diverse networks and found it easier to transferwhat they knew. This
alternativeexplanationcannot be ruledout completely, but
our models includedfixed effects for individualsand a control
for their knowledge breadth.These controls should have
accounted for a significantamount of the individualdifferences in terms of absorptivecapacity.Giventhese controls,
we emphasized the behaviorsinduced by networkstructure.
Maintaininga diverse network requirestakingmultipleperspectives and craftingcommunication,behaviorsthat are
learned in maintaining a diverse network. An additional benefit is that those same behaviors ease knowledge transfer.
Future research should continue to probe how knowledge
transfer is affected by behaviors induced by network structure and consider how these effects interact with other factors influencing the knowledge transfer process.
The findings also provide some insight into how informal networks can be managed to affect knowledge transfer. In the
current study population, projects and assignments were driven in part by factors external to the organization. Customers' demands and preferences affected the composition
of projects and assignments. Some projects drew on individ264/ASQ, June 2003
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ualsfromone areaof expertise,andotherprojectsrequired
thatindividuals
frommultipleareasworktogether.Usually,
managersevaluatedprojectsintermsof the productsthey
producedandhow longit tookforthem to be produced.The
networkeffects on knowledgetransferindicatethatprojects
shouldalso be evaluatedintermsof the networkpatterns
they generate.Forexample,projectsandassignmentsthat
limitnetworkrangecantrapan organization
intoexistingroufromthe
tines andpractices.Whenprojectsbringindividuals
same areaof expertiseintocontact,those individuals
do not
whatthey knowto peopleoutgainexperiencetransferring
side theirareaof expertise.Becauseit is easierfor peopleto
transferknowledgeto contactsinsidetheirareaof expertise,
can be effectiveinthe
however,this networkconfiguration
shortterm.Projectsarecompletedin a timelymanner.
Projectsandassignmentsthatpromotenetworkdiversitycan
be less efficientinthe shorttermthanthose thatlimitrange.
Individuals
fromdifferentareasof expertisefindit morediffiwitheach otherand,
cultto shareknowledgeandinformation
of
as a result,theirworkwillsuffer.Thelong-termimplication
these interactions,
if they are maintained,
however,is that
willbe ableto transferknowledgeinside
these individuals
andoutsidetheirimmediateareaof expertise.Projectsand
assignmentsthatpromotenetworkdiversityare potentially
morevaluablein the longtermbecausediverseprojectscan
who integratethe knowledgenetwork.
produceindividuals
and
Projects assignmentsthatproducenetworkdiversity
mightseem inefficienttoday,butthose projectscanadd
socialcapitalthatcouldbe infinitelymorevaluableto the
tomorrow.
organization
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